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1. Introduction
One of the key differentiators of SAP BW/4HANA are the various easy-to-consume options to
model business semantics without the need to care for their technical implementation. The delta
capability of DataStore objects, hierarchies, elimination of internal business volume, and noncumulative key figures are just a few examples.
This document focuses on inventory handling and non-cumulative key figures. It does not describe
the business point of view of this topic, nor does it elaborate on best practices how to model noncumulatives. Instead, it describes the provided LO Cockpit and CDS extractors for inventory
management and explains how non-cumulative data is stored in DataStore objects and how query
processing works if non-cumulative key figures are involved. This guide also describes how to
expose DataStore objects with non-cumulative key figures for consumption by 3rd party reporting
tools or in mixed modeling scenarios.

2. Scenario
Non-cumulative key figures can be used for a variety of measures like various types of stocks or
headcount. In this document, we focus on non-cumulative key figures to handle an inventory
management scenario in SAP BW/4HANA.
A potential scenario for stocks in the retail business could look like this:
1.

On Jan 22, 2019, an initial stock balance is extracted from a source system and uploaded
into SAP BW/4HANA first. At this moment, the extracted initial stock quantity is the
operational current stock in the source system.
2. To be able to report on stock quantities before Jan 22, 2019, we also load historical
movements that happened before the initial stock balance was extracted.
3. From now on, goods issues as well as goods receipts are loaded as daily delta movements.

2.1

Data Model

In SAP BW/4HANA, stocks are modeled as so-called non-cumulative key figures. They are used
to process measures that cannot be meaningfully cumulated over time. Non-cumulative key figures
are summarized (over time) by using a so-called exception aggregation (last value, first value,
minimum, maximum, average).
A non-cumulative key figure is either calculated based on two cumulative key figures, one for
inflows and one for outflows, or it is calculated based on a single cumulative key figure containing
the difference of inflow and outflow (see Picture 1).

Picture 1: Non-cumulative key figure 0TOTALSTCK with inflow and outflow
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In the data model, we use a DataStore object with a non-cumulative key figure as shown in Picture 2
and Picture 3. It contains two cumulative key figures, one for goods receipts (inflows), and one for
goods issues (outflows): 'Receipt Quantity Total Stock' (0RECTOTSTCK) and 'Issue Quantity Total
Stock' (0ISSTOTSTCK).
Additionally, the DataStore object contains a non-cumulative key figure: 'Quantity Total Stock'
(0TOTALSTCK). The value of this key figure is calculated based on inflows (goods receipts) and
outflows (goods issues). The non-cumulative key figure 0TOTALSTCK itself is not stored in the data
tables of the DataStore object but only calculated on the fly when the InfoProvider is being read by
a query or any other interface.

Picture 2: DataStore object NCUMADSO for inventory

Picture 3: DataStore object NCUMADSO with non-cumulative key figure
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0TOTALSTCK uses aggregation SUM and exception aggregation 'Last Value' (LAST) as shown in
Picture 4. The reference characteristic for exception aggregation is always the most granular time
characteristic of the InfoProvider in which the non-cumulative key figure is used. In our case, it is
'Calendar Day' (0CALDAY).

Picture 4: Non-cumulative key figure 0TOTALSTCK with exception aggregation 'Last value'

2.2

Data Extraction and Transformation

In SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA (on-premise), there are two ODP-SAPI extractors that cover initial
stock balances, historical movements, as well as deltas: 2LIS_03_BX and 2LIS_03_BF. For revaluations, the LO Cockpit extractor 2LIS_03_UM can be used. As of SAP S/4HANA 2021, there are also
CDS extractors available, see chapter 4.2.
The extractor 2LIS_03_BX is used to load initial stock balances that are stored in SAP ERP in table
MARD and others. As mentioned above, 2LIS_03_BX extracts the operational current stock. That is
why the extractor does not allow selecting a key date. No material movements must be posted
while the initial stock is extracted.
The extractor 2LIS_03_BF reads historical material movements as well as delta movements, which
are stored in SAP ERP in table MSEG and others.
More details on LO Cockpit extractors and detailed step-by-step instructions are described in SAP
First Guidance – SAP NetWeaver BW 7.30 on HANA – Inventory InfoCubes as well as in chapter 4 of
this document.
The focus of the next pages is not on how non-cumulatives are extracted but rather on how they are
processed and stored in SAP BW/4HANA. Therefore, we simply extract from two transparent
tables created in the SAP BW/4HANA system. Table ZINITIALBALANCE contains the initial stock
balance per Jan 22, 2019 (see Picture 5) while table ZMOVEMENTS contains any material
movements – historical transactions and delta movements (see Picture 6).
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Picture 5: Structure of table ZINITIALBALANCE with initial stock balance per Jan 22, 2019

Picture 6: Structure of table ZMOVEMENTS with material movements

To extract from both tables, we create a source system of type 'SAP HANA Local Database Schema
[HANA_LOCAL].
For this source system, we create a DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE with 'Proposal from SAP HANA
Table or View' for table ZINITIALBALANCE and another DataSource ZMOVEMENTS with 'Proposal
from SAP HANA Table or View' for table ZMOVEMENTS – both of type 'Transactional Data'.
For DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE, it is important to set the property 'Opening Balance' as shown
in Picture 7. Only then, this DataSource can be used to load initial stock balances.
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Picture 7: DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE with property 'Opening Balance'

The two DataSources and the DataStore object are connected by two simple transformations as
shown in Picture 8 and Picture 9.

Picture 8: Transformation between DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE and ADSO NCUMADSO

Picture 9: Transformation between DataSource ZMOVEMENTS and ADSO NCUMADSO
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3. Non-Cumulatives in DataStore Objects
SAP BW/4HANA provides a simple set of objects that are well suited for modeling an agile and
flexible layered architecture of a modern data warehouse. It drastically reduced the number of data
objects to be stored and maintained. The handling of non-cumulatives also benefits by these
simplifications in SAP BW/4HANA.
In this chapter, we will see how non-cumulatives are loaded into DataStore objects in SAP
BW/4HANA 1.0 or higher, how data is stored internally, and how it is read by the Analytic Manager.
The DataStore object is the central object for data storage and data consolidation in SAP
BW/4HANA. For more information on DataStore objects, read the related document in the SAP
Help Portal. Non-cumulative key figures can only be used in DataStore objects with certain
modeling properties.
DataStore Objects with Support for Non-Cumulative Key Figures
SAP BW/4HANA 1.0

SAP BW/4HANA 2.0 or higher

DataStore objects (advanced) using the
template 'Data Warehouse Layer – Data
Mart' as shown in Picture 10

=

DataStore objects (advanced) using the
template 'Data Warehouse Layer – Delta
Calculation' as shown in Picture 29

=

DataStore objects type
'Data Mart DataStore object' as shown in
Picture 11

DataStore objects type 'Standard
DataStore object' with property 'Write
Change Log' as shown in Picture 30

The descriptions are different depending on the release, but technical properties and behavior are
identical in both releases. From now on, the descriptions in SAP BW/4HANA 2.0 will be used in this
document.
DataStore objects type 'Data Mart DataStore object' and type 'Standard DataStore object' behave
differently in several aspects. See chapter 3.7 for additional information on DataStore objects type
'Standard DataStore object'.
For now, we focus on DataStore objects type 'Data Mart DataStore object'.
Reporting on such a DataStore object reads both, the inbound and the active data table – using a
union across both tables. All characteristics are considered as key fields. Activating a request
transfers data from the inbound table to the active data table, thereby aggregating data. Therefore,
you should only load additive deltas into such a DataStore object.
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Picture 10: DSO using template 'Data Warehouse Layer – Data Mart' in SAP BW/4HANA 1.0

Picture 11: DSO type 'Data Mart DataStore object' in SAP BW/4HANA 2.0

Before we load data, let's have a look at the tables that are generated for the DataStore object
NCUMADSO.
1.

New requests are loaded into the inbound table (ending at '1').

2. Activating a request transfers data from the inbound table to the active data table (ending
at '2').
3. The change log (ending at '3') is always created but not written for the InfoProvider
NCUMADSO as shown in the modeling properties of the object (see Picture 10).
4. The validity table (ending at '4') stores the time interval(s) for which non-cumulative
values can be calculated.
The so-called validity characteristics form the key of the validity table. You maintain them in
the modeling UI of the DataStore object (see Picture 12). The validity table automatically
contains the most granular time characteristic; further characteristics are optional and
should only be added with care! Read the following SAP Note for further details.
1548125 - Interesting facts about Non-Cumulatives
The validity area for non-cumulatives in DataStore objects is maintained in transaction
RSDV. See the topic 'Validity Area' in the SAP Help Portal for further information on
validities for non-cumulative values.
April 2022
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5. The reference point table (ending at '5') contains reference points for non-cumulative key
figures.
Database Tables of DataStore Object NCUMADSO
Table Name

Description

/BIC/ANCUMADSO1

Inbound Table

/BIC/ANCUMADSO2

Active Data Table

/BIC/ANCUMADSO3

Change Log

/BIC/ANCUMADSO4

Validity Table

/BIC/ANCUMADSO5

Reference Point Table

Picture 12: Modeling properties of a DataStore object related to inventory

3.1

Initial Stock Balance

To load the initial stock balance, we create a DTP from DataSource ZINITIALBALANCE into the
DataStore object NCUMADSO with extraction mode 'Initial non-cumulative for non-cumulative
values' (see Picture 13).
Remember that we simply extract data from transparent tables, which were created in SAP
BW/4HANA. In case you extract from SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA, consider chapter 2.2.
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Picture 13: DTP with Extraction Mode 'Initial Non-Cumulative for Non-Cumulative Values'

Picture 14 shows the

initial stock balances of our sample scenario, which are stored in table

ZINITIALBALANCE.

Picture 14: Initial stock balances in table ZINITIALBALANCE

Let's have a look at the content of the inbound queue after we ran the DTP for the initial stock
balance (see Picture 15).

Picture 15: Content of the inbound table after loading initial stock balances

While writing the initial stock balances into the inbound table, SAP BW/4HANA filled the technical
field 'Record Type' (RECORDTP) with value '1'. Why was this done?
Non-cumulative DataStore objects use the technical field 'Record Type' (RECORDTP) to
differentiate between
–

the so-called reference points with RECORDTP = '1',

–

records that are not yet (semantically) contained in the reference points with
RECORDTP = '0' and

–

records that are already (semantically) contained in the reference points with
RECORDT = '2'.

In DataStore objects, reference points (RECORD_TP = '1') contain the initialization records, i.e., the
initial stock balances in our scenario. Furthermore, reference points are updated whenever a
request with delta movements is activated. In other words, reference points are the stock values of
the initialization plus/minus stock values of all activated requests with delta movements.
April 2022
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Not updating reference points would imply that stock values in reporting must be computed as the
total of the initial stock balance plus/minus all delta movements that happened between the
initialization date and the date requested in the query. This would mean a significant disadvantage
because semantically it would not be possible to delete old delta movements without corrupting the
current stock values. That is why reference points are updated when activating requests with delta
movements for DataStore objects. This is crucial to allow time-based archiving of data from noncumulative DataStore objects. It also improves performance when querying current stock values –
provided that new requests are activated regularly.
After loading the initial stock balances, we activate that request. The activation of a request with
initial stock balances transfers data from the inbound table to the reference point table (see Picture
16). The record type is still '1' and the values of the most granular time characteristic CALDAY
remain as originally loaded. Time characteristics other than the most granular time characteristic
are generated into the reference point table but always filled with initial values.

Picture 16: Content of the reference point table after activating the initial stock balances

The reference point table does not contain a request identifier as it stores the reference points
aggregated over time on the granularity of the user-defined characteristics. Therefore, the
semantic key of the reference point table is formed by all characteristics of the DataStore object –
except for time characteristics. Consequently, the size of the reference point table is usually by
factors smaller than the size of the active data table. This is only true, however, if no characteristics
such as posting date or update date are used in the DataStore object. Such characteristics typically
change day by day. Then, in the worst case, every new movement triggers the creation of a new
reference point during activation. Therefore, it is recommended to avoid InfoObjects
0PSTNG_DATE, 0UPD_DATE, or similar in DataStore objects with non-cumulative key figures. See
SAP Note 2708746 - /IMO/MMIM: Use of 0UPD_DATE in Inventory ADSOs (BICONT 757 < SP20 &
BW4CONT < SP 8).

3.2

Delta Movements

In the next step, we load delta movements, i.e., those stock changes that occurred after the
initialization on Jan 22, 2019. To do so we create a simple DTP from DataSource ZMOVEMENTS
into DataStore object NCUMADSO with a filter on CALDAY [2019-01-23, 9999-12-31] and run it.
shows the delta movements of our sample scenario, which are stored in table
ZMOVEMENTS.
Picture 17

Picture 17: Delta movements in table ZMOVEMENTS
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As explained above, delta movements are loaded for record type '0'. Consequently, we see new
records in the inbound table with RECORDTP = '0' after loading delta movements (see Picture 18).

Picture 18: Content of the inbound table after loading delta movements

After loading delta movements, we activate that request. The activation of a request with delta
movements transfers data from the inbound table to the active data table (see Picture 19). We also
note that all records in the active data table now refer to RECORDTP = '2', i.e., record type is
switched from '0' in the inbound table to '2' in the active data table. Furthermore, the request
information is gone, which is the expected behavior when activating a request in a DataStore object
with modeling properties as shown in Picture 10.

Picture 19: Content of the active data table after activating delta movements

Picture 20: Content of the reference point table after activating delta movements

On top of that, the system updated the records in the reference point table while activating the
delta movements (see Picture 20). Let's verify that for material A100 in plant S400:
100
-70
+150
180

reference point before activating the delta movements
goods issue on Jan 25, 2019
goods receipt on Jan 26, 2019
new reference point value after activating the delta movements

This logic ensures that all activated delta movements are contained in the reference points. As
explained in chapter 3.1, updating the reference points semantically allows for time-based archiving
of older delta movements. In addition, switching the record type from '0' to '2' keeps the content of
the object coherent with the semantics of record types in DataStore objects. Just to recall:
–
–

Record type '0' means that a record is not yet contained in the reference point.
Record type '2' means that a record is already contained in the reference point.

By activating the request with delta movements, reference points were updated and therefore,
record type was switched from '0' to '2'.
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Note that the value for 0CALDAY in the reference point table remains as originally loaded. Once
created, 0CALDAY is not being changed by subsequent activations.

3.3

Historical Movements

Now we load historical movements, i.e., those stock changes that occurred before the initialization
on Jan 22, 2019. To do so, we create a DTP from DataSource ZMOVEMENTS into DataStore object
NCUMADSO with a filter on CALDAY [1000-01-01,2019-01-21] and update option 'Historical
Transactions' (see Picture 21). This property indicates that the request must not be handled as
"normal" delta movements but as historical transactions that are already semantically contained in
the initial stock balances. It is crucial to check this flag when loading historical transactions.
Otherwise, queries will show "unexpected" data.

Picture 21: DTP with update option 'Historical Transactions'

Picture 22 shows the historical movements of our sample

scenario, which are stored in table

ZMOVEMENTS.

Picture 22: Historical movements in table ZMOVEMENTS

As explained above, historical movements are loaded for record type '2'. Consequently, we see
new records in the inbound table with RECORDTP = '2' after loading historical movements
(see Picture 23).
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Picture 23: Content of the inbound table after loading historical movements

At this point, let's check how the result of a simple query without any filters looks like (see Picture
24). The query shows the expected result. It is not mandatory to activate the request with historical
transactions. Like this, you can verify the historical movements before collapsing the request. Thus,
you can delete and reload the request if it contains erroneous data.

Picture 24: Query result before activating historical movements

For the sake of completeness, we activate the request. The activation of a request with historical
movements transfers data from the inbound table to the active data table (see Picture 25). The
record type is still '2' and the request information is gone, which is the expected behavior when
activating a request in a DataStore object with modeling properties as shown in Picture 10.
Note that reference points were not updated. Historical movements are already (semantically)
contained in the reference points. That is why the reference point table is not updated when
activating a request with historical movements. However, a new record with initial key figure values
is created if the reference point table does not yet contain a record for the given combination of
characteristic values.

Picture 25: Content of the active data table after activating historical movements
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Picture 26: Content of the reference point table after activating historical movements

3.4

Query Processing

In this chapter, we will see how the Analytic Manager calculates the stock value for a time interval
between t1 and t2.

Picture 27: Formula for the inventory value at any time t0 in the interval [t1, t2]

The formula above shows how stock values for any time t0 in the interval between t1 and t2 are
computed.
1.

The first read request is needed to compute the stock value at the upper limit of the time
interval t2. How would you do that? Well, you must read the reference point (record type '1')
which contains the initial stock balance as well as all activated delta movements. Then, you
add all not yet activated delta movements that happened up to and including t2 as they are
also relevant for the query. From that value you subtract those movements that are already
contained in the reference point (record type '2') but happened after t2 and therefore are
not valid for the requested time interval.
reference point (record type '1')
(= initial stock balance +/– all activated delta movements)
+
–

not yet activated delta movements (record type '0') with date ≤ t2
movements already contained in the reference point (record type '2')
with date > t2
stock value at t2

This data is fetched from the database with a single read request that does not require a
time characteristic in the "GROUP BY".
2. The second read request is not shown in the formula and it is not as intuitive to understand
as the first one. This query does not have a time characteristic in the "GROUP BY" – it does
not even request a key figure. The only purpose of this query is to determine those
characteristic combinations that would not be hit by the other two read requests. Those
tuples only have not yet activated movements with date > t2. However, they must still be
shown with zero stock if their corresponding validity slice is part of the query result.
3. The third database request reads all movements in the time interval between t 1 and t2
whether they are contained in the reference point (record type '0') or not (record type '2') –
with time characteristic in the "GROUP BY".
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4. Using the data read in step 3, the system can do a backwards calculation from the upper
limit of the interval t2 (read in step 1) down to the lower limit of the interval t1. This is simply
done by subtracting all goods receipts/inflows and adding all goods issues/outflows that
happened between t2 and the requested point in time.
For material A100, plant S400, and time interval between 2019-01-24 (t1) and 2019-01-26 (t2), the
calculation would look like this:
1.

Compute the stock value at t2 (2019-01-26) for material A100, plant S400.
180
+
–

n/a
n/a
180

reference point (record type '1')
(= initial stock balance +/– all activated delta movements)
not yet activated delta movements (record type '0')
with date ≤ 2019-01-26 (t2)
movements already contained in the reference point (record type '2')
with date > 2019-01-26 (t2)
stock value at 2019-01-26

2. The second read request does not return any data in our sample scenario as our scenario
does not have any fact table records for material A100, plant S400, and date > 2019-01-26
(t2).
3. Read all movements between 2019-01-24 (t1) and 2019-01-26 (t2) for material A100, plant
S400.
4. Calculate backwards from stock value at 2019-01-26 (t2) by subtracting all goods receipts
and adding all goods issues read in step 3:
–

180
150
30

–
+

3.5

stock value at 2019-01-26 (t2)
movements with date > 2019-01-25 and ≤ 2019-01-26 (t2)
stock value on 2019-01-25

180
150
70

stock value at 2019-01-26 (t2)

100

stock value on 2019-01-24

movements with date > 2019-01-24 and ≤ 2019-01-26 (t2)

Extracting from DataStore Objects

Transferring data from a DataStore object with non-cumulative key figures to another is very
simple. Create a transformation between both InfoProviders and a DTP for that transformation.
That's it. The DTP will automatically extract all initialization records, historical and delta movements in a single request – no matter whether the requests in the source are activated or not.
When activating the request in the target DataStore object, it is automatically ensured that records
with different record types are handled appropriately, i.e., reference points with RECORDTP = '1'
are transferred to the reference point table and historical as well as delta movements keep their
record types as in the source InfoProvider.
Keep in mind that this is only valid if source and target of the transformation are both DataStore
objects. Loading from DataSources into DataStore objects still requires separate DataSources for
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initial stock balances and movements as shown above – at least when using LO Cockpit extractors,
see chapter 4 for more details.
For transformations extracting from DataStore objects with non-cumulative key figures, there is
one minor rule to be followed if the most granular time characteristic of the target is coarser than
the most granular time characteristic of the source. For example, the source DataStore object
contains 0CALDAY as most granular time characteristic while the most granular time characteristic
of the target DataStore object is 0CALMONTH (see Picture 28). In such a scenario, the time
reference characteristic of the target (0CALMONTH) must not be mapped by the same time
characteristic (0CALMONTH) of the source (if available at all) but by the most granular time
characteristic of the source (0CALDAY).
This is necessary to avoid problems when transferring initial stock balances from source to target.
Remember that time characteristics other than the most granular time characteristic are
generated into the reference point table but always filled with initial values (see Picture 16).
Therefore, it is necessary to map the most granular time characteristic of the source to the time
characteristic in the target.

Picture 28: Transformation between two DataStore objects with non-cumulative key figures
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3.6

Handling of 0RECORDTP in Expert Routines

In case an ABAP expert routine is used in transformations from a DataSource into a noncumulative DataStore object, you must manually define in the ABAP routine how the technical
characteristic 0RECORDTP is supposed to be updated. It is recommended to set 0RECORDTP to
the constant value ‘9’. Only then, this hardcoded value is overwritten during the data load and the
actual value for 0RECORDTP is automatically set according to the settings of the DTP. So, e.g.,
when executing a DTP for stock initialization, 0RECORDTP is internally set to ‘1’ for all records of
the request. If the DTP uses the setting 'Historical Transactions', 0RECORDTP is automatically set
to ‘2’.
For transformations from a non-cumulative DataStore object into another non-cumulative
DataStore object, a single request can include records with different values for 0RECORDTP (0, 1,
2). In these scenarios, the values for 0RECORDTP of the source DataStore object shall be taken
over without modification. In the transformation, you must code this 1:1 assignment in the expert
routine accordingly.

3.7

Non-Cumulatives in DataStore Objects with Delta
Calculation Capabilities

Non-cumulative key figures can also be stored in DataStore objects with delta calculation
capabilities. Picture 29 shows the modeling properties of such an InfoProvider in SAP BW/4HANA
1.0 while Picture 30 shows how the modeling properties are named in SAP BW/4HANA 2.0. The
descriptions are different depending on the release, but technical properties and behavior are
identical in both releases. From now on, we will only mention the descriptions used in SAP
BW/4HANA 2.0.
For DataStore objects with delta calculation capabilities, it is mandatory to select one or more
characteristics as key fields (see Picture 31). Activating a request transfers data from the inbound
table to the active data table, thereby aggregating or overwriting data in the active data table with
respect to the defined key fields. Whether data is aggregated or overwritten depends on the
settings in the transformation that was used to load the data before. Reporting on such a DataStore
object only reads from the active data table and the reference point table, not from the inbound
table.

Picture 29: DSO using the template 'Data Warehouse Layer – Delta Calculation' in BW/4HANA 1.0
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Picture 30: DSO type 'Standard DataStore' with property 'Write Change Log' in BW/4HANA 2.0

Picture 31: Manage keys functionality for a DataStore object with delta calculation capabilities

Activating the DataStore object NCUMDELTA with delta calculation capabilities generates the same
set of tables as listed in chapter 3.
1.

New requests are loaded into the inbound table (ending at '1').

2. Activating a request transfers data from the inbound table to the active data table (ending
at '2') and populates the changelog (ending at '3'), thereby aggregating or overwriting data
in the active data table with respect to the defined key fields.
3. As mentioned before, the change log (ending at '3') is written while activating a request. It
reflects the changes made to the active data table. Data in the change log can be loaded as
additive delta into InfoProviders that do not support delta calculation capabilities.
4. The validity table (ending at '4') stores the time interval(s) for which non-cumulative
values have been loaded into the InfoProvider. See chapter 3 for additional information.
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5. The reference point table (ending at '5') contains reference points for non-cumulative key
figures.
Database Tables of DataStore Object NCUMDELTA
Table Name

Description

/BIC/ANCUMDELTA1

Inbound Table

/BIC/ANCUMDELTA2

Active Data Table

/BIC/ANCUMDELTA3

Change Log

/BIC/ANCUMDELTA4

Validity Table

/BIC/ANCUMDELTA5

Reference Point Table

The semantics of reference points and the query processing logic are identical to DataStore objects
without delta calculation capabilities, see chapter 3.1 to 3.5 for further details.
When using DataStore objects with delta calculation capabilities, it is important to understand how
changes to non-key fields affect query results. Let's have a look at an example to get a better
understanding.
For this example, we focus on material A100 of our sample data set. Picture 32 shows the initial
stock balances stored in table ZINITIALBALANCE. Picture 33 shows the historical movements,
Picture 34 the delta movements, both stored in table ZMOVEMENTS.

Picture 32: Initial stock balances in table ZINITIALBALANCE for material A100 only

Picture 33: Historical movements in table ZMOVEMENTS for material A100 only

Picture 34: Delta movements in table ZMOVEMENTS for material A100 only

We modify the data model described in chapter 2.1 by adding another characteristic 'material
group' (0MATL_GROUP) as non-key field to the DataStore object NCUMDELTA (see Picture 31).
The characteristic 0MATL_GROUP is an attribute of 0MATERIAL. In the DataStore object
NCUMDELTA, material group is filled by the value of the navigational attribute
0MATERIAL__0MATL_GROUP which was valid at time of loading. We assume that material group
MC01 was assigned to material A100 until 2019-01-23 and material group MC02 was assigned to
material A100 as from 2019-01-24.
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Picture 35: Navigational attribute 0MATL_GROUP of 0MATERIAL

After loading the initial stock balance, the historical transactions, and the delta movements and
after activating the related requests, the content of the active data table is as shown in Picture 36.
Note that the first two records show 0MATL_GROUP = 'MC01' while the third and the fourth record
were loaded when the assignment 0MATL_GROUP = 'MC02' was valid. This is the expected result
for the scenario as described above.

Picture 36: Content of the active data table after loading and activating all data

Note that the reference point table contains two records, one for 0MATL_GROUP = 'MC01' and one
for 0MATL_GROUP = 'MC02' (see Picture 37). The values of the most granular time characteristic
CALDAY is set to the value of the record which triggered the creation of the reference point. For the
record with material group MC01, this was the initial stock balance with 0CALDAY = '2019-01-22'.
And for the record with material group MC02, this was the delta movement with 0CALDAY =
'2019-01-25'. Time characteristics other than the most granular time characteristic are generated
into the reference point table but always filled with initial values.

Picture 37: Content of the reference point table after loading and activating all data

The reference point table does not contain a request identifier as it stores the reference points
aggregated over time on the granularity of the user-defined characteristics, not only for key but
also for non-key characteristics. Therefore, the semantic key of the reference point table is formed
by all characteristics – except for time characteristics.
A query without drilldown by 'material group' shows the expected result (see Picture 38).
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Picture 38: Query result without drilldown by 0MATL_GROUP

However, when drilling additionally by material group, the result may be unexpected at first glance
(see Picture 39). Movements for material A100 after 2019-01-24 when the value for
0MATERIAL__0MATL_GROUP changed from MC01 to MC02 are shown in separate columns. In
that respect – and for the given scenario – the DataStore object with delta calculation capabilities
behaves like a DataStore object of type 'Data Mart DataStore object' with modeling properties as
shown in Picture 10 (for SAP BW/4HANA 1.0) resp. in Picture 11 (for SAP BW/4HANA 2.0).

Picture 39: Query result with drilldown by 0MATL_GROUP
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4. LO Cockpit and CDS Extractors for NonCumulatives
4.1

LO Cockpit Extractors

In SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA (on-premise), there are two ODP-SAPI extractors that cover initial
stock balances, historical movements, as well as deltas: 2LIS_03_BX and 2LIS_03_BF. For revaluations, the LO Cockpit extractor 2LIS_03_UM can be used. As of SAP S/4HANA 2021, there are also
CDS extractors available, see chapter 4.2.
The extractor 2LIS_03_BX is used to load initial stock balances that are stored in SAP ERP in table
MARD and others. As mentioned above, 2LIS_03_BX extracts the operational current stock. That is
why the extractor does not allow selecting a key date. No material movements must be posted
while the initial stock is extracted.
The extractor 2LIS_03_BF reads historical material movements as well as delta movements, which
are stored in SAP ERP in table MSEG and others.
Update Mode 'Unserialized V3-update' is not suitable for ODP extraction and must not be
used. See SAP Note 2758147 for details.
More details on LO Cockpit extractors and detailed step-by-step instructions are described in SAP
First Guidance – SAP NetWeaver BW 7.30 on HANA – Inventory InfoCubes.

4.2

CDS Extractors

The CDS extractors are available in S/4HANA cloud and private edition (on-premise). In SAP
S/4HANA cloud edition, CDS Extractors must be used instead of the ODP-SAPI extractors
described in the previous chapter. In SAP S/4HANA private edition, ODP-SAPI extractors can be
used as well as CDS Extractors.
For further information about the available CDS extractors, see blog Finding the right CDS
Extractor in SAP S/4HANA.
As of SAP S/4HANA (on-premise) release 2021, there are two CDS views available to extract goods
movement quantities from SAP S/4HANA to SAP BW/4HANA:
̶

Material Document Data Extraction

(I_GoodsMovementDocumentDEX)

̶

Material Stock Substitute Extraction

(I_GoodsMovementSubstituteDEX)

Material Document Data Extraction (I_GoodsMovementDocumentDEX)
This CDS view is intended for continuous extraction of material document records from SAP
S/4HANA into SAP BW/4HANA. It is enabled for delta extraction. The CDS view is based on CDS
view I_MaterialDocumentRecord (Basis view for MATDOC table) which selects data from table
MATDOC (Material Documents).
The CDS view I_GoodsMovementDocumentDEX (Material Document Data Extraction) selects the
following material document types:
MDOC
Material Document
MDOC_CP
Material Stock Change (Complementary Posting)
̶
MDOC340
Batch Revaluation
̶
CORR
Correction
See SAP Help for additional information.
̶
̶
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Material Stock Substitute Extraction (I_GoodsMovementSubstituteDEX)
To calculate current stock quantities, also those material documents must be considered that have
been archived or migrated and are not active anymore. The CDS view
I_GoodsMovementSubstituteDEX (Material Stock Substitute Extraction) is intended to load all
non-active material documents. It is loaded in full mode and is not delta-enabled. Contrary to LO
Cockpit extractors, no setup tables must be filled before loading historical movements. The CDS
view I_GoodsMovementSubstituteDEX (Material Stock Substitute Extraction) is also based on CDS
view I_MaterialDocumentRecord (Basis view for MATDOC table) which selects data from table
MATDOC (Material Documents).
The CDS view I_GoodsMovementSubstituteDEX (Material Stock Substitute Extraction) selects the
following material document types:
̶
̶
̶

MIG_DELTA
AG_MDOC_CF
ARC_DELTA

Material Stock Change (Migration of Aggregate Table)
Aged Material Document Carry Forward
Archived documents representative

See SAP Help for additional information.
Let’s look at some frequently asked questions on the CDS extractors for inventory management:
Is it possible to extract values or only quantities to populate stock key figures?
Both CDS views for inventory management provide quantities and values like
GoodsMovementStkAmtInCCCrcy (Amount in Local Currency with Sign of Stock Quantity). Those
value fields contain quantities valuated with the price that is valid during material document
creation. They are not updated when material prices change. In other words, the CDS views do not
consider revaluations. Therefore, they are not able to handle stocks valuated at current prices.
How would I handle stocks valuated at current prices then?
To analyze stocks valuated at current prices, these current prices of material plant combinations
(such as moving average price) should be extracted into SAP BW/4HANA. Then, stock values at
current prices can be calculated in SAP BW/4HANA by multiplying stock quantities with current
prices.
There is only a single field for stock changes. How would I see if it is a goods issue or a
goods receipt?
Quantity field MatlStkChangeQtyInBaseUnit (Stock Quantity) contains a sign to distinguish
between goods receipts (+) and goods issues (-). When loading data into an inventory-enabled
DataStore object, a simple formula in the transformation can be implemented to decide if the stock
change updates inflow or outflow of the non-cumulative stock key figure. If the stock change
quantity is less than zero, it is posted into the issue quantity, otherwise the receipt quantity is
updated.
How do I use both CDS extractors for initial and delta loads?
For the initial setup of stock quantities in SAP BW/4HANA, the CDS view I_GoodsMovementSubstituteDEX (Material Stock Substitute) is used to load archived and migrated material
documents in a full extraction mode and CDS view I_GoodsMovementDocumentDEX (Material
Document Data Extraction) is loaded in a delta extraction mode to extract all active material
documents.
For a continuous loading of material documents on a daily base or more often, CDS view
I_GoodsMovementDocumentDEX (Material Document Data Extraction) is loaded in delta mode.
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How do I handle different stock types when using both CDS extractors?
Within the extract structures of LO Cockpit extractor 2LIS_03_BF, the different stock types can be
derived by the following two fields:
BSTAUS
BSTTYP
̶
̶

Stock Values in the Logistics Information System
Stock Categories in the Logistics Information System

Within table MATDOC (Material Documents), the following fields define availability of stock
(e.g., unrestricted use, blocked, in quality inspection) and purpose of stock (e.g., sales order,
consignment stock from supplier or customer) using:
̶
̶

LBBSA_SID
SOBKZ

Stock Type of Goods Movement (Stock Identifier)
Special Stock Indicator

Those two fields of table MATDOC are represented by the following two fields in the CDS views for
data extraction of material documents:
̶

InventoryStockType
̶

InventorySpecialStockType

Stock Type of Goods Movement (Stock Identifier)
(MATDOC-LBBSA_SID)
Special Stock Type
(MATDOC-SOBKZ)

The field InventoryStockType (Stock Type of Goods Movement) can have the following values:
Value
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

Description
Unrestricted-Use Stock
Stock in Quality Inspection
Returns
Stock Transfer (Storage Location)
Stock Transfer (Plant)
Stock in Transit
Blocked Stock
Restricted-Use Stock
Tied Empties
Valuated Goods Receipt Blocked Stock

The field InventorySpecialStockType (Special Stock Type) can have the following values:
Value
B
C

Description
Customer Stock
SC Customer Stock

E
F
I
J
K
M
O
P
Q
R
T
V

Orders on Hand
SC Customer Order Stock
SC RTP
SC Vendor Consignment
Supplier Consignment
Returning transport package vendor
Subcontracting Stock
Pipeline material
Project Stock
SC Project Stock
Stock in Transit
Returning transport package with customer
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Value
W
Y

Description
Customer Consignment
Shipping unit (whse)

This is important to know as the SAP HANA-Optimized Business Content for Inventory
Management does not match to the structure of the CDS extractors. Therefore, a new data model
with DataStore objects, CompositeProviders and queries must be manually built in SAP
BW/4HANA when using CDS views instead of LO Cockpit extractors. The restricted key figures
must be recreated since the fields defining the different stock types have changed.
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

INVENTORYSPECIALSTOCKTYPE

X

INVENTORYSTOCKTYPE

X

INVENTORYVALUATIONTYPE

X

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGWBSELEMENT

X

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGCUSTOMER

X

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGSALESORDERITEM

STOCKIDENTIFYINGBATCH

X

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGSALESORDER

STOCKIDFGSTORAGELOCATION

X

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGSUPPLIER

PLANT

Valuated, unrestricted-use (batch)
stock
Valuated, unrestricted-use stock for
customer sales order
Unrestricted-use consignment stock
from supplier
Unrestricted-use consignment stock of
returning transport package from
supplier
Valuated unrestricted-use stock for
projects
Valuated unrestricted-use consignment
stock from customer
Valuated unrestricted-use consignment
stock of returning transport package
from customer
Valuated unrestricted-use
subcontracting stock with supplier
Stock in quality inspection (batch)
stock
Stock in quality inspection for customer
sales order

STOCKIDENTIFYINGMATERIAL

Stock Type

The table below lists possible combinations of the two fields InventoryStockType (Stock Type of
Goods Movement) and InventorySpecialStockType (Special Stock Type) to select a given stock
type. For more information, see SAP S/4HANA: Inventory Management Tables New Simplified Data
Model (NSDM) and SAP Note 2206980.

01
X

X

01

E

X

01

K

X

01

M

01

Q

X

01

W

X

01

V

01

O

X

X

02
X

X

02

E
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INVENTORYSPECIALSTOCKTYPE

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGWBSELEMENT

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGSALESORDERITEM

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGSALESORDER

Q

02

W

02

O

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

03

X

X

X

X

04

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

INVENTORYVALUATIONTYPE

X

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGCUSTOMER

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGSUPPLIER

02

STOCKIDENTIFYINGBATCH

K

STOCKIDFGSTORAGELOCATION

Blocked (batch) stock
Blocked stock for customer sales order
Blocked consignment stock from
supplier
Blocked stock for project
Blocked stock in transit for customer
sales order
Restricted-use stock batches
Restricted-use stock batches for
customer sales order
Restricted-use consignment stock from
supplier
Restricted-use consignment stock of
returning transport package from
supplier
Restricted-use stock batches for
projects

02

PLANT

Stock in quality inspection consignment
from supplier
Stock in quality inspection for projects
Stock in quality inspection for customer
consignment
Stock in quality inspection /
subcontracting stock with supplier
Blocked (batch) stock returns
Stock in transfer (from one storage
location to another) (batch)
Stock in transfer (plant to plant)
Stock in transfer for subcontracting
(plant to plant) / subcontracting stock
with supplier
Stock in transfer for customer
consignment (plant to plant)
Stock in transit
Stock in transit for customer sales
order
Stock in transit for project

STOCKIDENTIFYINGMATERIAL

Stock Type
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W

X

X

X
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O
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X
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X
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X
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INVENTORYVALUATIONTYPE

X

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGCUSTOMER

INVENTORYSTOCKTYPE

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGWBSELEMENT

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGSALESORDERITEM

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGSALESORDER

X

SPECIALSTOCKIDFGSUPPLIER

X

STOCKIDENTIFYINGBATCH

X

STOCKIDFGSTORAGELOCATION

PLANT

Restricted-use stock batches for
customer consignment
Restricted-use stock batches of
returning transport packages from
customer
Restricted-use stock batches /
subcontracting stocks with supplier
Quantity of tied empty stock
Valuated goods receipt blocked stock
Valuated goods receipt blocked stock in
transit
Valuated goods receipt blocked stock
for customer sales order
Valuated goods receipt blocked stock in
transit for customer sales order
Valuated goods receipt blocked stock
for projects
Valuated goods receipt blocked stock in
transit for projects

STOCKIDENTIFYINGMATERIAL

Stock Type
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X
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X

X

X

X
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E
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E
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Q
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Q

Where do I find additional information on both CDS extractors?
More details about the structure of the CDS views and the required authorizations can be found in
SAP Help:
̶
̶

4.3

Material Document Data Extraction
Material Stock Substitute Extraction

Extracting Initial Stock Balances

When using LO Cockpit extractors for inventory management, DataSource 2LIS_03_BX is used to
load initial stocks from SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA into SAP BW/4HANA. Before loading data, the
corresponding setup table must be filled in the source system by transaction MCNB (BW
Initialization of opening stocks in transfer structure). While the program to fill the setup table is
running, no material movements must be booked in the SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA system.
The CDS extractors for goods movement retrieve data directly from table MATDOC (Material
Documents). Active and archived or migrated material documents are loaded using the two CDS
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views. Based on these movements, inventory can be calculated in SAP BW/4HANA for any point of
time from the first to the last posting date of the material documents. Thus, loading an initial stock
balance is not required.

4.4

Extracting Delta Movements

When using LO Cockpit extractors for inventory management, DataSources 2LIS_03_BF and
2LIS_03_UM are used for continuous loading of delta movements and revaluations from SAP ERP
or SAP S/4HANA into SAP BW/4HANA.
For scenarios based on CDS extractors, CDS view I_GoodsMovementDocumentDEX (Material
Document Data Extraction) is used to load delta movements.

4.5

Extracting Historical Movements

When using LO Cockpit extractors for inventory management, DataSources 2LIS_03_BF and
2LIS_03_UM are used to load historical movements from SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA into SAP
BW/4HANA. Before extracting data, the corresponding setup table for DataSource 2LIS_03_BF
must be filled by transaction OLI1BW (New Setup for Info Structures from Material Movements).
For DataSource 2LIS_03_UM, the corresponding setup table must be filled by transaction OLIZBW
(Statistical Setup of Info Strucs from Invoice Verification / Revaluation). While the two programs
filling the setup tables are running, no material movements and revaluations must be booked in the
SAP ERP or SAP S/4HANA system.
In case of using CDS extractors for inventory management, all material documents that have been
migrated or archived in the SAP S/4HANA system must be loaded in full mode using the CDS view
I_GoodsMovementSubstituteDEX (Material Stock Substitute Extraction). In a second step, all
active material documents are loaded in delta mode using CDS view I_GoodsMovementDocumentDEX (Material Document Data Extraction). For data retrieved directly from table MATDOC (Material
Documents), there is no need to fill any setup tables. Since no initial stock balance has been loaded,
the historical movements are also not yet contained in the reference point table. That’s why they
must also be booked with record type '0' into the inventory enabled DataStore object. Thus,
contrary to LO Cockpit extraction, the flag 'historical transactions' must not be set in the DTP that
feeds the inventory-enabled DataStore object.

5. Non-Cumulatives in Mixed Modeling Scenarios
With modeling functionalities available in SAP BW/4HANA and SAP HANA, mixed modeling makes
it possible to access SAP BW/4HANA data from any schema in the SAP HANA database and to
access data from any schema in the SAP HANA database from SAP BW/4HANA. You can thus
create scenarios where data, which is modeled in the SAP BW/4HANA system, is merged with data
modeled in SAP HANA.
This chapter explains how to expose non-cumulatives in DataStore objects to SAP HANA. This is
not only relevant for reporting scenarios with 3rd party tools but also in mixed modeling scenarios,
where data stored in a DataStore object is consumed in a Calculation View in SAP HANA which is
then again consumed in a CompositeProvider.
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There are two views that can be used to expose non-cumulatives in DataStore objects:
–

With SAP BW/4HANA, you can generate External SAP HANA Views for DataStore
objects, InfoObjects, CompositeProviders and queries. All generated External SAP HANA
Views are Calculation Views in SAP HANA.

–

As from SAP BW/4HANA 2.0, an External SAP HANA SQL View is created whenever a
DataStore object is activated. This SQL view is a technical API that can be used in programs
(for example in ABAP and SQLScript in routines for transformations) but also in mixed
modeling scenarios.

5.1

External SAP HANA Views

External SAP HANA Views are not generated by default. You trigger the creation of an External SAP
HANA View in the modeling tools of the respective object.
External SAP HANA Views generated for DataStore objects do not support non-cumulative key
figures. To expose a non-cumulative key figure, you must create a query based on the DataStore
object and create an External SAP HANA View for that query (see Picture 40). The External SAP
HANA View for a query can only be generated if an External SAP HANA View for the underlying
InfoProvider has been exposed before (see Picture 41).

Picture 40: External SAP HANA View for a query

Picture 41: External SAP HANA View for a DataStore object
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Features and Limitations
Supported, ignored and unsupported query features are documented in the SAP Help Portal. For
non-cumulative key figures consider that:
–

Non-cumulative values must not be aggregated arbitrarily, i.e., summing up non-cumulative
values over time returns wrong data. The same is true for measures in External SAP HANA
Views that represent non-cumulative key figures. Such measures must not be aggregated
arbitrarily after selecting from the External SAP HANA View of a query. This implies that
consuming the External SAP HANA View as a data source in other, customer-defined
Calculation Views in SAP HANA is generally possible. However, you should check if queries
reading from such customer-defined Calculation Views provide the expected results,
especially when aggregating over time.

–

A query with non-cumulative key figures can only be exposed as External SAP HANA View if
the time characteristics used in the query meet several conditions. See SAP Note 2032830
for further details.

–

External SAP HANA Views do not consider the validity table. The validity slice is implicitly
set to the filter on time characteristics set in the query on the Filter tab in 'fixed values'.

–

If a time characteristic is used in the WHERE condition of a SQL statement reading from the
External SAP HANA View, it must also be in the set of selected attributes. Otherwise, the
SQL error "Unkeep attribute could not be removed" is thrown. In some scenarios, this error
message can be suppressed. Read this blog for more details.

–

External SAP HANA Views support non-cumulative key figures with exception aggregation
'First Value' (FIRST), 'Last Value' (LAST), 'Minimum' (MIN), 'Maximum' (MAX) and 'Average
(weighted with number of days)' (AV1).

–

Exception aggregation 'Average (weighted with number of working days; factory calc.)'
(AV2) is not supported.

–

With exception aggregation 'Minimum', 'Maximum' or 'Average (weighted with number of
days') additional restrictions apply. See SAP Note 2224916 for further details.

As from SAP BW/4HANA 2.0, External SAP HANA Views can expose currencies not only in the
external format (as in SAP BW/4HANA 1.0) but also in the internal format, i.e., without decimal
shift. This feature must be enabled in transaction RS2HANA_VIEW, see Picture 42.

Picture 42: Settings for External SAP HANA Views – Measures w/o decimal shift
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The SAP Note below provides additional information on restrictions and recommendations.
2032830 - External SAP HANA view: Inventory key figures (non-cumulative key figures)
Performance
The calculation of non-cumulative key figures in External SAP HANA Views is partly done in a node
of the generated Calculation View that leverages the L language in SAP HANA. L is a low-level
programming language used for programming L procedures on the SAP HANA database. It is only
for internal use within SAP. Customers and partners are not allowed to use L language.
This node with L code blocks pushdown of any filters to lower-level nodes inside the generated
Calculation View. Filters are blocked because the L code might change the content of the column to
which the filter is applied. Fortunately, filters can still be leveraged efficiently when reading
movements and reference points from the tables of the DataStore object if they are passed to the
Calculation View via input parameters in SAP HANA. These input parameters are considered before
the non-cumulative calculation is done in the L node.
The global filter on time characteristics is automatically passed as input parameter. It is recommended to restrict the global filter on time characteristics as much as possible. Thus, query
performance is improved.
For performance reasons, it is beneficial when fixed filters on non-time characteristics are also
passed to the External SAP HANA View as input parameters and thus applied when reading data
from the underlying DataStore object before the non-cumulative key figures are calculated. Technically, this is not always possible. In such cases, where fixed filters cannot be passed to the
External SAP HANA View as input parameters, data is filtered after calculating the non-cumulative
key figures – which may result into higher query runtimes.
In SAP BW/4HANA, filters are processed as follows:
–

Restrictions specified in the WHERE condition of a SQL statement reading from the
External SAP HANA View are only applied after the non-cumulative key figures are
calculated.

–

Fixed filters defined in the query that do not use variables are applied before the noncumulative key figures are calculated.

–

Fixed filters based on variables are only applied before if a) the variable represents a single
value or multiple single values and b) if the variable is mandatory and c) in case of variables
representing multiple single values, a default value must be defined. Such variables are
transferred into input parameters in the External SAP HANA View.
Input parameters for variables that represent single values can be specified in a SQL
statement as shown below:
select * from "PUBLIC"."system-local.bw.bw2hana.query.infoprov::queryname"
(placeholder."$$BW_VARIABLE1_NAME$$"=>'BW_VARIABLE1_VALUE',
placeholder."$$BW_VARIABLE2_NAME$$"=>'BW_VARIABLE2_VALUE')

Input parameters for variables that represent multiple single values can be specified in a
SQL statement as shown here:
select * from "PUBLIC"."system-local.bw.bw2hana.query.infoprov::queryname"
(placeholder."$$NUMERIC_BW_VARIABLE1_NAME$$"=>'BW_VARIABLE1_VALUE1, BW_VARIABLE1_VALUE2',
placeholder."$$STRING_TYPED_BW_VARIABLE2_NAME$$"=>'''BW_VARIABLE2_VALUE1'',
''BW_VARIABLE2_VALUE2''',
placeholder."$$STRING_TYPED_BW_VARIABLE3_NAME$$"=>'''BW_VARIABLE3_VALUE1''')

Note that values for string typed input parameters must be escaped by two single quotes –
plus leading single quote at the beginning and closing single quote at the end. Even a single
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value must be surrounded by three single quotes at the beginning plus three single quotes
at the end in case the input parameter supports multiple single values.
–

Fixed filters based on variables that do not represent a single value or multiple single values
are applied after the calculation of the non-cumulative key figures. Such variables are
transferred into variables in the External SAP HANA View.
Variables in SAP HANA are only a hint to BI clients to generate a variable dialog and prompt
the user for input values. The BI clients are then responsible for generating a restriction on
the attribute name (not the variable name) in the WHERE clause of a SQL statement. Such
restrictions in the WHERE clause are always processed after the non-cumulative key figures
are calculated.

–

For performance reasons, fixed filters based on variables representing an interval may be
replaced by an interval restriction that uses two variables each representing a single value
for the lower and upper limit of the interval (see Picture 43). Note that both variables must be
mandatory.
Both variables representing the lower and upper limit can then be passed as input
parameters. Only then, the interval restriction is processed before the non-cumulative key
figures are calculated.
select * from "PUBLIC"."system-local.bw.bw2hana.query.infoprov::queryname"
(placeholder."$$0PLANT_FROM$$"=>'0PLANT_FROM_VALUE',
placeholder."$$0PLANT_TO$$"=>'0PLANT_TO_VALUE')

Picture 43: Interval restriction using two variables for lower and upper interval limit

Whether a variable was transferred into an input parameter or a variable can easily be checked by
opening the generated External SAP HANA View. Select the Semantics node and then tab
'Parameters/Variables' in the 'Details' pane. Input parameters and variables are identified by
different icons as shown in Picture 44.
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Picture 44: Variables transferred into input parameters in the External SAP HANA View

As from BW/4HANA 1.0 SP08, External SAP HANA Views can be generated as 'Optimized column
views' (see Picture 45), i.e., instead of consuming an Analytic View (the column view
0BW:BIA:ADSONAME), the External SAP HANA View is generated based on tables and joins only.
This allows for (complete) unfolding of the Calculation View which often helps the SQL Optimizer
in SAP HANA to find a reasonable query execution plan. It is recommended to test if query performance improves by activating the feature 'Optimized column view'.

Picture 45: Settings for External SAP HANA Views – Optimized column view
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5.2

External SAP HANA SQL Views

The External SAP HANA SQL View provides a stable interface which allows official and authorized
access to data stored in a DataStore object. The External SAP HANA SQL View is a technical, lowlevel API primarily designed to be called in staging scenarios, for example to perform lookups in
routines with ABAP or AMDP/SQL Script in transformations. Therefore, it does not provide
features such as analysis authorizations and text joins which the External SAP HANA (Calculation)
View provides.
Nevertheless, the External SAP HANA SQL View can also be used in analytical scenarios in case
these features are not required. A typical use case in this regard is the consumption of an External
SAP HANA SQL View within a custom-built Calculation Scenario that is consumed in turn as a
PartProvider in a CompositeProvider (mixed modeling).
For 3rd party client/application access, the External SAP HANA (Calculation) View should be used.
It provides a semantically richer analytical model and, in addition to being used for access to
InfoObjects, CompositeProviders, and queries, it should also be used for access to DataStore
objects in such scenarios.
The SAP Note below provides additional information on positioning and restrictions of External SAP
HANA SQL Views.
2723506 - External SAP HANA SQL View with SAP BW/4HANA 2.0
The External SAP HANA SQL View is automatically created whenever a DataStore object is activated. The view is created in the ABAP Dictionary (which allows for consumption in ABAP and AMDP)
and in SAP HANA. Note that the view definition in the ABAP Dictionary does not reflect the actual
view definition on the database. Due to the limited functionality of the ABAP Dictionary, it is not
possible to create the view with pure view semantics of the ABAP Dictionary. That's why it is
created in the ABAP Dictionary as shown in Picture 46 but its database definition differs from that.

Picture 46: External SAP HANA SQL View in the ABAP Dictionary

You can see the actual view definition on the database via menu Utilities → Database object →
Display or in the SAP HANA catalog.
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Picture 47: External SAP HANA SQL View as created in SAP HANA

Due to the differences between view definition in the ABAP Dictionary and on the database, you
must never activate External SAP HANA SQL Views in the ABAP Dictionary. This would overwrite
the database view and lead to wrong results. Activation must always take place in the modeling
tools or via report RSDG_ADSO_ACTIVATE.
The DataStore object NCUMDELTA is a 'Standard DataStore' with property 'Write Change Log'. As
expected, the External SAP HANA SQL View reads from the active data table /BIC/ANCUMDELTA2
– and not from the inbound table /BIC/ANCUMDELTA1 as you may believe based on the view
definition in the ABAP Dictionary.
You may have noticed that the External SAP HANA SQL View does not only read from the active
data table /BIC/ANCUMDELTA2 but also from the reference point table /BIC/ANCUMDELTA5.
External SAP HANA SQL Views for DataStore objects with non-cumulative key figures also expose
the reference points in a separate column. In the example above, this column is named as the key
figure 0TOTALSTCK plus suffix __NCUM_REFP. The time characteristics are set to "infinity" for the
reference points, for example to 9999-12-31 for calendar day.
Note that the External SAP HANA SQL View does not calculate non-cumulative key figures as
0TOTALSTCK – it only exposes the reference points. Still, you may use the External SAP HANA
SQL View for a simple calculation of stock snapshots, for example.
External SAP HANA SQL Views also expose currencies, of course, and currencies are always
exposed in the internal and external format, i.e., with and without decimal shift.
See the related document in the SAP Help Portal for additional information on External SAP HANA
SQL Views.
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6. Data Tiering for Non-Cumulative Data
Data Tiering allows you to assign data to various storage areas and storage media. The criteria for
this decision are data type, operational considerations, performance requirements, frequency of
access, and security requirements. Customers often employ a multi-temperature or data tiering
storage strategy, with data classified depending on frequency of access and certain other criteria
as either hot, warm, or cold. Depending on this classification, data is kept in different storage areas
or media.

Picture 48: Multi-temperature data classification

The following solutions for data tiering are available in SAP BW/4HANA:
Data Tiering Optimization
Data Tiering Optimization (DTO) is the strategic solution for data tiering in SAP BW/4HANA. It
offers the following advantages:
–
–
–
–

A single data tiering solution for hot data (hot store in SAP HANA), warm data (warm store
in SAP HANA) and cold data (cold store to SAP IQ or Hadoop)
Central definition of the data temperature based on partitions of the DataStore object
Moving data to the dedicated storage location as a simple and periodically performed
housekeeping activity (TCO reduction)
Smooth co-existence of Data Tiering Optimization and the existing near-line storage
approach, as the same technical concepts are used for the storage areas for cold data,
such as locking archived data

Near-Line Storage
Near-line storage with SAP IQ and Hadoop, a solution for the cold store, is still supported in SAP
BW/4HANA and provides:
–
–

Continuity for data archiving scenarios that are already implemented with near-line storage
with SAP IQ or Hadoop before SAP BW/4HANA Data Tiering Optimization was introduced
Support for more complex data archiving scenarios that are not covered by SAP
BW/4HANA Data Tiering Optimization
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6.1

Data Tiering Optimization

Data Tiering Optimization (DTO) helps you to classify data in your DataStore objects as hot, warm,
or cold, depending on how frequently it is accessed. Depending on this classification and how data
is used, data is stored in different storage areas. Hot data is stored in SAP HANA, warm data is
stored in an SAP HANA extension node, and cold data is stored in an external cold storage (SAP IQ
or Hadoop).
In the modeling UI of the DataStore object, you can select the temperature tiers that should be
allowed for this object (hot, warm, cold). Depending on the selected temperatures, you can also
specify whether the temperature tiers apply to the entire object or partition by partition (see Picture
49).
Temperature cold for DataStore objects with non-cumulative key figures is only available as from
SAP BW/4HANA 2.0.

Picture 49: Data Tiering Properties of a DataStore Object

If the temperature should be maintained on partition level, you must select a characteristic for
database partitioning and maintain range partitions. Then, the database partitioning specification
of the DataStore object switches from HASH (or optional HASH;RANGE) to RANGE when DTO is
used on partition level and hot and warm are simultaneously selected in the temperature schema.
This can have a negative impact on performance of request activation because of reduced
parallelism.
For DataStore objects with non-cumulative key figures and data tiering on partition level, you can
only select time characteristics for partitioning. To be precise, only those time characteristics are
allowed that can be time reference characteristics, i.e., 0CALMONTH2 or 0FISCPER3 are not
possible as partitioning characteristic, for example. This restriction was not checked in earlier
support packages. See SAP Note 2783698 for details. Note that there is no way to define additional
"partitioning" characteristics as it is possible when using the Near-Line Storage option
("partitioning" in context of the Near-Line Storage option does not refer to database partitioning of
the DataStore object).
To ensure optimal query performance, it is not(!) possible to
–
–

move partitions to the cold store without moving all preceding partitions to the cold store,
reload cold store partitions without reloading all subsequent cold store partitions,
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–

change partitions from 'cold' to 'deleted' without setting all preceding partitions from 'cold'
to 'deleted'.

In other words, all time partitions for hot and warm as well as for cold and deleted should be
homogeneous in temperature and decreasing in time (starting from hot) and without gaps. Note
that for DTO, you must ensure that the defined time range intervals do not contain gaps (this is not
ensured by the system). Otherwise, a query with property 'Do Not Read Cold Store' returns
potentially unexpected results when displaying time intervals that have only partly been moved to
the cold store.
Data in the non-cumulative DataStore object that you want to move to the cold store must have
been activated before an archiving run is started. This is checked by the system. Activating
requests for non-cumulative DataStore objects updates the so-called reference points. This allows
for time-based archiving of activated movements to the cold store (see chapter 3.1 for further
details).
Note that reference points cannot be moved to the cold store with DTO because temperature
maintenance is always on partition level (not on object level) when cold store is involved. Moving
partitions from a temperature to another is then always done partition by partition and partitions
must be created based on a time characteristic when a DataStore object contains non-cumulative
key figures. Hence, there is no way to move data based on another characteristic like record type.

6.2

Near-line Storage

With SAP BW/4HANA 1.0 SP08 or higher, it is possible to archive data from DataStore objects with
non-cumulative key figures using Data Archiving Processes (DAP). With SAP BW/4HANA 1.0 SP08
and SP09, the SAP Note below must be implemented.
2618005 - Archiving advanced Data Store Objects with non-cumulative key figures
SAP IQ or Hadoop are available as near-line storage solutions for DataStore objects with noncumulatives.
Data in the non-cumulative DataStore object that you want to archive must have been activated
before an archiving run is started. This is checked by the system. Activating requests for noncumulative DataStore objects updates the so-called reference points. This allows for time-based
archiving of activated movements (see chapter 3.1 for further details).
All time characteristics of the non-cumulative DataStore object that can be derived from the time
reference characteristic can be used in the selection conditions of an archiving request. Time
conditions must be relative i.e. 'Only Data Records Older Than' n day(s)/month(s)/year(s) etc.
must be used. This ensures that the resulting archived time interval is gapless and starts from the
very beginning. It also implies that an archiving run must be completed before a new one is started.
Therefore, parallel archiving runs in process chains are not possible.
The settings of an archiving request do not offer an explicit option or flag to archive reference
points. Instead, they are automatically archived whenever you run an archiving request without any
time restrictions. In that case all movements and all reference points for the selection of the
archiving request are deleted from the DataStore object and transferred into the archive. With
time-based archiving, only (activated) movements are removed.
Assumed plant S400 was closed and after some time, you want to archive all data for that store.
Then you may proceed in the following way:
1.

Activate all requests in the DataStore object that contain data for plant S400. It is not
possible to archive movements that have not been activated.
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2. Create a Data Archiving Process for the DataStore object. To do so, open the DataStore
object and click on the icon 'Manage the Data Archiving Process'.
o
o
o

In 'General Settings' enter a Cold Store Connection.
Add the characteristic 0PLANT to the 'Additional Partitioning Characteristics' in the
tab 'Selection Profile' (see Picture 50).
Activate the Data Archiving Process.

Picture 50: Selection Profile of Data Archiving Process

3. Create a new archiving request. To do so, click on the tile 'DataStore Objects – Manage
Requests' in SAP BW/4HANA Cockpit, select the DataStore object and choose 'Maintain
Archiving Requests'. Then click on the button to create a new archiving request.
o

Maintain the selection conditions. The relative time restriction should be left empty
in this scenario as we want to archive all movements for the given store. The plant
S400 must be maintained in 'Further Restrictions' as shown in Picture 51.

o

Simulate the archiving request and verify its deletion conditions:
PLANT = 'S400' AND RECORDTP BETWEEN '1' AND '2'

o

Run the archiving request. It archives all movements and reference points for plant
S400.

Picture 51: Selection Conditions of Archiving Request

Loading new data into the DataStore object is not possible if this data overlaps with the selection
conditions of any successful archiving request. This is verified by any data loading process. These
checks of new data against locked data areas usually do not increase data load times significantly if
the number of locked data areas is not too high.
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As an example, a sustainable archiving strategy for a DataStore object of a typical retail company
should not use 0MATERIAL as additional partitioning characteristic in the selection profile. Instead
– to archive seasonal articles – you may add the season as characteristic to the DataStore object
and use season as an additional partitioning characteristic in the selection profile.
Archived data can be reloaded if required. This restores the physical dataset of the DataStore
object and unlocks the data area that had been locked by the archiving request before. Reloading of
an archiving request is not possible without reloading all subsequent archiving requests. Otherwise,
archived time intervals could be reloaded without reloading newer time intervals. This is not reasonable for non-cumulative data.
Archiving requests of DataStore objects with non-cumulative key figures can only be flagged for
deletion using a process chain with process type 'Execute Data Archiving Process' and a relative
time condition in the process chain variant ('Only Data Records Older than'). See the related
chapter in the SAP Help Portal for additional information.
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